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[Jul 31, 12:50 PM] buildmathminds: Sorry for tech issues this morning.
https://mathematicallyminded.lpages.co/vms-temporary/ Is the page I created to link to all the
sessions. We have to upgrade our CPU and so the site will be down for a few hours! I'm
creating temp pages for each presenter...but that page will link to all of them.
[Jul 31, 1:25 PM] Erin Abee Wall: Love the website: openmiddle.com
[Jul 31, 1:25 PM] Robert Kaplinsky: Thanks. It's been fun working on it.
[Jul 31, 1:27 PM] kbutler: I use that gym analogy all the time in math class! love it
[Jul 31, 1:29 PM] Robert Kaplinsky: Pretty spot on, right? Ha.
[Jul 31, 1:42 PM] James Eliot: thanks
[Jul 31, 1:55 PM] Guest8637: Fantastic! Thank you so much. I learned a lot.
[Jul 31, 2:04 PM] Robert Kaplinsky: You're welcome.
[Jul 31, 2:25 PM] Deb Wadden: So very helpful!
[Jul 31, 2:31 PM] Brenda Yamamoto Hrycan: Thank-you! : )
[Jul 31, 2:41 PM] Robert Kaplinsky: Yay. Glad it was worthwhile.
[Jul 31, 2:50 PM] qawilson: false positives are far too frequent! I wish my principal watched
this as they often don't believe me that the Ss don't get it as they can do the level one stuff
but have no idea of what they are really doing.
[Jul 31, 3:09 PM] qawilson: bench press analogy is great!
[Jul 31, 3:45 PM] matienda: So worth 40 minutes of July and beyond! Great resources. Thanks :)
[Jul 31, 4:51 PM] Melissa Jacobsen: That was amazing! Thank you!
[Jul 31, 7:01 PM] Jeri Ayala: Thank you, as always amazing!
[Jul 31, 7:24 PM] Tricia Richardson: wow. just wow.
[Jul 31, 7:47 PM] kathy tripp: Thinking through math is so huge. Thank you
[Jul 31, 7:56 PM] Tricia Richardson: I am so excited!
[Aug 1, 6:44 AM] Martin Knight: Most teachers think rigor is just making it harder or moving on
instead of digging deeper into the skill
[Aug 1, 6:48 AM] Martin Knight: .810
[Aug 1, 7:33 AM] Tracy Roeser Casey: Thank you! It really made me think about DOK and how I
should be using it more especially with my kinders!
[Aug 2, 5:34 AM] Guest7397: anyone watching this replay with me now?
[Aug 2, 7:21 AM] Guest5612: Watching from South Dakota
[Aug 2, 11:21 AM] Julie Wuggazer: DoK is right where I think my district needs to head.
[Aug 2, 2:43 PM] Guest8724: I love the DOK chart for grade levels with the standards.
[Aug 2, 6:11 PM] Guest6728: DOK has never been made so clear to me! Thank you.
[Aug 2, 7:27 PM] Nan: I agree- I love the bench press analogy!
[Aug 2, 7:36 PM] Nan: Thank you- can't wait to try out with students! The student examples were
eye-opening.
[Aug 2, 9:49 PM] Annabel Morales: This really explains rigor.
[Aug 3, 8:16 AM] Guest9244: Awesome session! I learned a lot. Look forward to checking out
your resources and receiving your e-mails.
[Aug 3, 10:33 AM] Mariaurora: Did it freeze for anyone else :(
[Aug 3, 10:37 AM] Mariaurora: I had to exit the video and reenter to get it to work :)
[Aug 3, 10:51 AM] Mariaurora: Thank you so much! This was very interesting and informative :)
[Aug 4, 12:52 PM] Guest9607: Such a great webinar! I will definitely try this with my students.
Loved the DOK charts.
[Aug 5, 2:55 PM] wtadj: Hooray for going beyond the wheel!!
[Aug 6, 10:10 AM] HeatherSherman: DOK is so important! I like how you switched up the perimeter
question.
[Aug 6, 8:58 PM] Kristen: Great session! I look forward to sharing this info with my
colleagues.</pre></body></html>

